
Europe's source for
 North American  electrical products.

ABOUT US
ESIS is a wholly-owned subsidiary of EMSI, Inc., having more than 35 years of experience in the
electrical industry, our focus is on North American electrical materials for industrial
applications, but also offering safety, instrumentation, and signalling products.

We were established to achieve greater market penetration in the EU, the Baltic States,
Scandinavia and Central and Eastern Europe, along with Ireland and the United Kingdom.

Our manufacture accreditation includes: 

Our Vision is to be the leading representative of American manufacturers in Europe
and a single source for our customer's needs.

Our Mission is to provide a wide range of quality USA electrical products,
facilitating transactions between US manufacturers, European
distributors, contractors and OEMs.
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Our Promise Commitment to Quality
Expansive Reach 
Breadth of experience

AUTHORISED SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR EUROPE:

http://esis.ie/
http://www.esis.ie/


Europe's source for
 North American  electrical products.

Signalling & Telephony

The world leader in innovative equipment, signaling products and
communication and security systems designed to meet or exceed the
uncompromising standards UL,CSA, ATEX, IECEx and other global
certifications. 

Guardian telephones are engineered from the ground up to
work reliably and last – especially in the roughest weather,
toughest applications, and most extreme environments.
Products include Analog and VoIP ATEX-IECEx telephones. 
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Grounding & Lightning Protection
Harger is a full line supplier of lightning protection equipment and offers
engineering design and support as well. Harger consistently leads the
grounding industry with innovative products in Grounding, Lightning
Protection System, Transient Voltage Surge Suppression, Ground Testing
& Communications Site Equipments, Ultraweld Exothermic Connections

Manufactures a wide range of Electrical Power Connectors, Tools
& Accesories such us compression  and mechanical connectors,
lugs, terminal blocks, among others. Ideal for Construction
industry, Power Transmition, Rail & Transportation, Telecom and
Utilities.

Power Conditioning Products & Relays
Deliver high performing, efficient, and reliable magnetic products designed
specifically for your manufacturing requirements. 

Grace Technologies is making maintenance safer, smarter, and more
productive as a designer and manufacturer of the most innovative
electrical safety products and predictive maintenance solutions.
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American made Intermediate metal
conduit (IMC), electrical metallic tubing
(EMT) and hot-dip galvanized steel conduit
(RMC). Including a full line of steel and
aluminium fittings designed to provide
long-lasting protection. 

Gibson Stainless offers products designed to
keep explosions and flammable substances
contained within the fitting, which prevents
hazards from spreading to the rest of the
conduit system. 

Europe's source for
 North American  electrical products.

Electrical Conduit & Fittings 
Cable Trays & Accessories

An electrical fitting manufacturer industry
leader with unbeatable inventory, delivery
and service. HDG fittings, and also for
Rigid-IMC , EMT.  Liquidtight, grounding
fittings and more.

Manufacturer of flexible conduit, tubing, and
hose. Their products comply with UL and
C.S.A. standards. IMH products are used in
construction, industrial facilities, wire
harnesses, machine tools, instrumentation
and telecom equipment.

Champion Fiberglass (RTRC) conduit
offers all the strength and durability
represented by other in-market solutions
while also featuring a lower material cost
and a lighter weight, contributing to
considerable savings. 

CANTEX is a nationwide manufacturer of
nonmetallic PVC electrical conduit, pipe,
fittings, accessories, utility and
communications duct, directional boring
conduit and residential switch and outlet
boxes.
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Europe's source for
 North American  electrical products.

Wire & Cable Management Products & Accessories

Their line includes wire connectors, terminals and wire, switches, conduit
bending, conduit fishing, hole making, hand tools, test instruments, cable ties,
and wire management.

Americas leading manufacturer of wire and cable used in
the distribution and transmission of electricity. From
standard to custom cables.

 Dekoron Wire & Cable's serves a wide variety of industries
world-wide such as Oil&Gas, Power Generation and
Specialty Segment manufactures cables that are built per
stringent requirements of OEMs and end users.

Wire & Cable
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Enclosures
Offers nonmetallic enclosures designed to protect against the toughest
elements and environments across a wide array of industrial
applications all over the world. Allied enclosures can be found in
different control applications such as industrial & manufacturing
plants, waste water treatment, wind turbines, security, SCADA, solar,
marinas, data & telecommunications, mining, and more.

Adalet offers an extensive line of industrial enclosures and controls for
hazardous and rugged industrial applications. From standard stock
products to modified and custom enclosures. Adalet industrial
enclosures are manufactured to ATEX, IECEx, UL, CSA and more. 
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Europe's source for
 North American  electrical products.

AZZ advanced lighting solutions have set the standard for a
broad range of industries that are home to some of the
world’s toughest settings, including offshore rigs, production
refineries, chemical plants and more.

Lightning & Components

Universal manufactures complete range of Electronic Fluorescent Ballasts,
Compact Fluorescent Ballasts, HID Ballasts and Controls, Fluorescent Dimming
Ballasts, Magnetic Fluorescent Ballasts, Sign Ballasts and Neon Transformers. 

Instrumentation

Precision valve solutions including ball, gate, globe, check,
butterfly, and control valves, available in a variety of materials
and valve automation.

Linesmen and Climbing Equipment
Buckingham is a manufacturer of arborist and linemen equipment
including Fall Protection and Rescue equipment, pole climbing
gear, Fall protection systems, training equipment, harnesses,
lanyards, climber accessories, Leather and canvas products, aerial
accessories and tools; body belts, wood pole fall restraints, pulleys,
ropes, and ascenders/descenders.
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Kieron King

-Technical sales and
operations, UK,
Scandinavia and Europe.

General Manager

kieron@esis.ie

Valentina Merino

-Quotations and Customer Service
Sales-Southern Europe.

valentina@esis.ie

Sales Administrator & Marketing

John O Donnell
Managing Director

- Corporate strategy and
Overall.
- Management and business
development.

jodon@esis.ie

Operations Manager

Dino Dzelihodzic

operations@esis.ie

Darren McCabe
Outside Sales 

- Technical Sales UK
 and Nordic Region.

darren@esis.ie

Aisling O'Broin

-Quotations and Customer
Service.

aisling@esis.ie

Sales Administrator Manager
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